
How to use demand data for… TALENT DEMAND

Demand Expressions® are a measurement of the desire, engagement, and consumption of TV content, weighted
by importance: for example, actual content consumption like watching an entire episode is scored as a much 
more important expression of demand, than a simple “like” on a social network.

For further support, please don’t hesitate to reach out to
insights@parrotanalytics.com

Uncovering an Actor’s Global Demand

Business Questions:

• How can I determine which global markets generate the highest demand for an actor?

Beyond television demand, Parrot Analytics can also determine a specific actor’s global 

demand to help optimize international strategy.  In a request for actor Will Ferrell, Parrot 

Analytics was asked to uncover how popular the actor is internationally, and which markets are 

the major drivers. 

To do so, data on the consumption of any of Ferrell’s content (downloads/streams), 

engagement on social networking sites and research interest (i.e. Wikipedia searches) were 

aggregated and weighted for all international markets for the past month.  The markets were 

then ranked by where Ferrell’s popularity was the highest, uncovering the top 25 markets 

visualized in the heat map below.  Most of the top 10 markets were English speaking countries 

with Canada, New Zealand and Australia generating the highest demand.  The ranking also 

revealed that Ferrell’s popularity has traveled to Spanish speaking markets including Argentina 

and Chile.

While a film’s international blockbuster sales can help indicate a starring actor’s popularity, 

the actor is only one aspect within the film and the approach itself doesn’t account for the 

many other ways a potential fan engages beyond watching a film in the theatre.  It also fails 

to provide information on markets where the particular film wasn’t distributed.  Parrot 

Analytics can provide a holistic global view of an actor’s demand that expands beyond 

simply their most recent content.


